through the insidious influence of the Communists and "the revolution and its program are being perverted means it is employing in the execution of its program." had outlined because of "the unwise and unrealistic inability of the government to meet the projects it concerned, were to the effect that successful attack on report, intension as the objectives of WH-4 were concerned, the only positive statements that appeared in the Free
opposition sentiment.

Having established the heaviest sampling of the most serious opposition was in fact, in the report, potna, our Chief W/H apparently misread the significance

suggested that the survey, in the opinion of Chief W/H appeared to be syndicated in 800 newspapers. In New York Times and also in a Peter Edson column which the substance of the free report appeared in the control.

\[25\]

CIA never received in full -- got out of CIA never received in full. -- copy of which to find out how the report -- cia, one of the mandates that he was still endeavoring was that he did not think the report. He further agreed, but said he did not think the report was valid other than for a limited time. The point was made strongly to add a report on the proposed "letter of gold." The proposal is to sometime during the meeting attended some point in the Cuban government, and will probably be used with devastating effect on the hands of the Cuban government. I urged Free report neither has gotten the fact that the report within

It is interesting to record the reaction within
of platitudes about the best of all possible worlds. 28/1
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- which was presented in typewriter -- was 15 pages
- Hemisphere and the Free World of which Cuba is a part
- of the free world to serve the interests of the people of
- Communist orientation of economic and financial govern-
- Level is equal to or nontechnically superior. The company's
- and was not blocked at the DDC or DCI and
- by a contract that is not negotiating that the
- to negotiate an outline of the study that such as
- and the United States government to the US, that
- would sound (e.g. as a platform for a suc-
- outline of proposals that
- geometric position that will
- to indicate a survey of Cuba's present
- made of a contract will be negotiated with Cuba and
- during the day of this operation, mention should be
- the subject of surveys of Cuba's present
- that this probably was an overstatement. 27/

- that propagandist effort. In retrospect, Philipps laments
- knowledge of study ever was conducted of the Castro
- s propagandist efforts; but that to this (Philipps's)
- the author of this history, Dave Philipps stated that
- to rest outside the interference. In an interview with
- that the will of the Cuban public
- that the results of free surveys's
- that if WM/h's, prop
- * This would seem to indicate that if WM/h's, prop

- of an underestimate? 26/

- Prop. will be used in Cuban propaganda -- something

SECRET
particular letter was ever developed, but in at least
through Cuba. 29/ There is no indication that this
and that these letters should be distributed widely
down, to strengthen the Soviet treatment of religious
letters should be prepared depicting the counterfeit upstart
one of the WH/4's contacts suggested that there

on Khrushchev's visit to Cuba appeared in Cuba,
America that an assassination attempt would be made
responsibility for instigating rumors throughout Latin
WH/4 and other elements of WH Division would be re-
for organizing church opposition to the visit, and
a Communication from Havana Station was to be reponsible
trip or instigating the opposition of the Cuban people
intention of either forcing the cancellation of the
a two-pronged program was being developed with the
working with Havana Station,
accepted an instigation from the government of Cuba
ballets that it had been learned that Khrushchev had
Central Intelligence, Col. D. C. King informed Allen
1960. In an eyes only memorandum to the Director of
visit of Nikita Khrushchev to Cuba in the summer of
activity that was intended to offset the planned
WH/4 pp also became involved in the propaganda
Cuba and the people as soon as possible. The

Yuri Andropov of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union had arranged a visit to Moscow with a Cuban delegation of journalists. Khrushchev flew from New York directly to Moscow. ***

Given in Volume I of this history, (in the

and the delegation was met by a large crowd of people. More detailed information on propaganda leaflets

See following two pages for copies. *

*** Visit did not materialize at this time.

Khrushchev flew out of New York in an Aeroflot jet, the Cuban delegation flew out of New York on September 1960, and even though Castro was not present, the KGB wanted to utilize the propaganda leaflets.***

Despite these advanced preparations, no opposition was

"Sin palabras" -- Without words. ***

formed by the stripes of the Cuban flag with the words "No", and a second team showed a portrait behind bars on one of these was "Cuba". Yes, Russia. No, Khrushchev, from headquarters to Havana station. The legend

anti-Khrushchev, anti-Soviet nature were forwarded.

on the possible visit, 10,000 stickers of an

being prepared for propaganda use. 30.

the "I", in the word "Hammer" on a sticker that was formed,

one instance, the hammer and sticker was used to form

SECRET TOP
to make such take photos. With the idea in mind of a
out that it would be technically impossible to attempt
Unfortunately, however, the Agency art shop patented
order to forestall any such provocations by the Cubans.
investigated the possibility of doctoring some photos
tion action to discredit the United States -- WM/4
American flag -- said planes to be used in a provoca-
some of the British Sea Fury KT-26 with the
the effect that the Cubans reportedly were snapping
In light of a rumor that has been picked up to
against the Cuban leader.
Senate Select Committee Investigation of C.I.A.
others armed at the Castro "image" as revealed in the
food. These proposals were similar in intent to
smuggling drugs could have been placed in Castro's
the Castro image also would have succeeded it a dis-
the Office of Medical Services' psychiatric study
that the Office of Medical Services, it was proposed
than Radio Spain, WM/4/PP cannot be charged with Jack
If not particularly successful in projects other
In fact, the cable that Dave Phillips had only to Havana, but also to

P(Phillips) dispatched cable on Special

Cuban Jumping ship (Havana, operation to Hava,)

√33

gaada Notes for 19 August 1960 stated:

None of the foregoing proposals, however, were

√32

planning stage. 32

but this esoteric plan, too, never got beyond the
message of Castro's betrayal of the Cuban Revolution. -- the
bring - in a "Bizzy Graham type operation" -- on a trip to several of the Latin American countries.

sending a while patented " Elliott of Truth " airplane
hunt, and Dave Phillips assessed the possibility of
in connection with the Watergate activity, E. Howard
troupes. The gentleman who would later become infamous
would fight on even after the defeat of the other

militia to establish an " Elliott suicide squad " which

to preparing a purported secret order to Castro's

Hawkins' Chief, WM/D/WM/D WM/D WM/D WP gave some thought

militia (and apparently at the request of Col. Jack

propaganda campaign aimed at terrorizing Castro's
AUTHORIZED PROMISE FINANCIAL BACKING. LATER
Soviet control in Cuba. Station also
will be destable. DIA will not
participation in this play-calling
but that this cannot be provided. Thus sub-
Prisoners reality and being Russia.
There is no reason to believe Cuban
station flat in recruitment.

3. Suggest that in recruiting, station

Type would be desirable. Swimming ability
He is "arrested" an articulate student.
Known in Havana so as to be missed when
arrest and forced journey. He must be
Retaining thousands of details. About his
memory cannot be doubted.
In spite of skillful probing by dubious
Actor who can convincingly maintain role
obviously, he must be superb
subject. Obviously he must be superb
subject. Request Cuban recruit
will not liquidate him.
Reason he will go underground so "they"
will be made on subject's life. For this
But dramatic exposure to press an "attempt"
Then return Latin America. After arrival
consul and install press for exploitation
subject will contact local Latin American
sent to Russia for imprisonment. Cuban
prisoners arrested by Cubans in Havana but
in Turkey, he claims to be political.
Brutalizing a dripping Cuban circles ashore
Boat homosexuals bound from Cuba passes through
INC OPERATION: Shortly after a Russian

I. FYI: HOS is considering the follow-

entirety. That the cable read as follows:
It is believed worthwhile to repeat this cable in its
was something of an actor, as well as a newspaperman,
In Miami. Remembering that Dave Phillips himself
and to the forward operations base

FOR SECRET
The DDI, General Cabell, and Mr. Helms read as follows:

MEMORANDUM

Of Wh Division on 24 August 1960. Comme's memorandum went to Chief Wh/4 from Ruby Comeze, the Deputy Chief of Staff:

A memorandum on the outgoing cable quoted above:

\[\sqrt{\text{WARD OPERATIONAL PLAN}}\]

\[\text{NON-KUBARKERS UNIL MFADATRRENTS CAN FOR-}\]

\[\text{SUCCESS HOWEVER NOT }(\text{REPEAL NOT}) \text{ CONTRACT} \]

\[\text{CABLED ASSESSMENTS POSSIBLE EXTRAPOLATION} \]

\[\text{APPRECIATE YOUR} \]

\[\text{6. FOR } [23, 31, 12, 13] \]

\[\text{APPROPRIATE YOUR} \]

No CEBP is required Hava end of this month. 

5. ADVISE SOONEST WHEN YOUR MAN IS

MISSION WEEKEND WITH ALL THE WORKS IN

PARIS, Etc.
suit of a trial operation by one of our
retreats at San Slago de Cuba was the re-
tension lines, and the damage to the ot-
the striking of commercial scores. [high]
have claimed the burning of one of our
were [sic] the result of
 successfully [sic] it was
hence difficult to verify [sic]. It is ex-
leam and sugar refinery [sic]. It is ex-
commercial buildings and damaging of peri-
and sugar mills, burning of schools and
portion of power and communication lines
these products from all provinces of Cuba. These
There are numerous acts of sabotage re-

of the sabotage program, the best that WH could say was:
mittee to conduct for an assessment of the efEfficiency
in response to the Taylor Com-
operations over which the WH or WM could exercise a
illustrate something of the scope of those sabotage
Cuban disturbances were uncoordinated, uncontrolled, and


This proposal provided another of the very few in-


Where WM/WP was successful in putting Radio

B. Sabotage and other Exercises


* had good reason to be nervous about the proposal.

Examined in retrospect, it would appear that Mr. Helfm
operation are to be signed off by him.
cables which go out on this proposal
here in mind; also, that any further
let the body in on what we definitely
Robertson’s cable is shown as Appendix B (p. 335). McGeorge Bundy’s report in the same appendix gives a “successful” operation. The Group (cluster headed Rosevelt, Roosevelt & Associates) had reported to the Special

...time, however, the DIO reported it to the Special

event was quickly restored to normal. At the time, however, the damage was great and the plant op-

greatly oversanitized the damage. The attack on the Sattinago refinery was led by RP

[32]

An external attack on the refinery was led by RP.[32]

We feel that a great deal of the other

external action groups. In addition,

ness that characterized its activities during Project

same notable lack of success, but excessive of foolish

least one of the saboteurs “displaying the

continued until well into the middle of 69’s -- with at

fere with the operation of Cuba’s petrolem refevers

anti-Castro program, attempts to sabotage and inter-

before President Eisenhower’s authorization of the

-- Cuba -- disruption of the Cuban petrolem indusisy

and most thoroughly discussed sabotage programs against

 sabotage and disruption. In fact, one of the earliest

no simultaneously successful or continuing program o
were performed targets. 37
back in the period between 1 and 30 September 1960.
the specific sabotage targets to be considered for all
Parliamentary Operation Plan. I, indicated that among

\[ \sqrt{36} \]

DDP gave authority to push this contract imme-
carried the ball on certain selected [sabotage] targets.
ject that it appeared that

\[ \sqrt{29} \]
He (Chief, WM/D) indicated that it appeared that

\[ \sqrt{29} \]
Division was approached "by" the Western Hemisphere
ed that on 14 July 1960, Chief, Western Hemisphere
para-military operations against Cuba, it was report-
art-trust operation. In a discussion of planned
company consultantation in order to avoid possible
particularly the need for "discrete" means of inter-
operating in Cuba -- Sony, Texaco, and Shell --
problems being faced by the major petroleum companies
both Allen Biddle and Gordon Gray had concerning the
special group meeting reflected conversations that
are early as 9 March 1960, the minutes of a

\[ \sqrt{29} \]
and WM Division.

a returney in Cuba, 29

between one of the major NSC committees operating
of the extremely close and continuing relationship
between MACV. It is a story worth recording here, because
between DDP and DDI components.

- It was predicted that such sabotage efforts would create a<br>  gap between the operations people and the intellect...
has apparently been quite successful. It also
remains intact for later consideration. 

In fact, the Cuban refinery techniques themselves

would be limited to the Cuban operated net-

work, whereas the sabotage program for the microwave networks

involve properties of the international oil companies

and make modifications in existing refineries to

its own crude to Cuba and to provide techniques

of tanker bottoms in the World market (to transport

a plan would force the USSR (then facing a shortage

of Soviet crude). The former manager of the

plant to the

use an excellent job of adapting the plants to the

J 29 Refinery commented to this effect after

the all-source intelligence materials arrival.

In any case, the Cuban refinery techniques themselves

would be limited to the Cuban operated net-

work, whereas the sabotage program for the microwave networks

involve properties of the international oil companies

and make modifications in existing refineries to

its own crude to Cuba and to provide techniques

of tanker bottoms in the World market (to transport
A counter demonstration against some Castro sympathizers also gathered to celebrate the 26th of July movement on July 26th. A meeting of about 40 Castro sympathizers gathered to celebrate the 26th of July movement through the use of stink bombs set off in the meeting place. The disruption in the operations which were claimed credit for were the following: The disruption in the goon squad program also was of considerable interest to the Deputy Director for Plans, Mr. Bisell. Because of its areawide nature, the activities of the goon squads were run out of WJD rather than out of WH/4. Among the operations which were mounted through the use of extensive anti-Castro activity also included extensive plans for the formation of goon squads throughout much of Latin America in an attempt to counter the goon squad elements of the various nations. This would be if they were mounted through agency efforts. In addition to planning for sabotage, WH Division protested that attacks on Soviet and Soviet-bloc targets by resistance forces not controlled by the Agency were far less efficient than such attacks.
In contact with a group of dissenters

** In light of subsequent investigations of CIA activity **

"Who, me?" was an euphonious screen.

In what may have been a play intended protectively to obtain a vessel for use in intra-external operations,

In another country, any of the

Prominent Leverti with, who, me?" 829 who speared the two principal speakers

or of one Latin American

Among other assets which, whose, with whom, me?" 829 was broken up by 39
I do not concur in the acquisition of the "false to the false
that the Cubans had either enough sophisticated radar
quickly put the Special Projects Group, Col. Jack Hawkings quick action to this suggestion to the Special
also be used in deception operations against Castro.
unfortunately $200,000 for a 6-month period -- could
maintenance crew, including incremental bonus would
a vessel which -- for its acquisition, operational
intelligence made a pitch to Chief, IMarE to acquire
effects of the Special Projects Group, Counter-

rather than in direct action programs against Cuba.